FORECAST BETTING:
9-10 ALDEBARAN URUSA; 2-1 ON ADVICE; 8-1 AFFAIRE DE COVER; 9-1 ALLURING TYRON; 12-1

TIPS:
5 ROCKNPENNY: 4 MY ULTIMATE LEVI: 2 BEAUTY PLAY: 1 MY ULTIMATE SKEETA:

TIPS:
1-1 ROCKNPENNY; 6-4 MY ULTIMATE LEVI; 8-1 MY ULTIMATE SKEETA, BEAUTY PLAY; 9-1 BLACK

5:32 MENANGLE COUNTRY CLUB 3YO TROTTERS FOUNDATION HEAT 2 (C-CLASS (MV)) Sand Stake: R100

5:03 HRNSW 2YO GUARANTEED PLACE (C-CLASS (MV)) Sand Stake: R90 331 1690m

4:52 ACCESS SECURITY PROTECTION SERVICES TROTTERS MOBILE (C-CLASS (MV)) Sand Stake: R90

5:37 MENANGLE NIGHT MARKETS TROTTERS MOBILE - COMBINED MENANGLE LEG 1 (C-CLASS (MV)) Sand Stake: R90 331 1690m

5:07 COMBITY EQUINE FARM PACE (C-CLASS (MV)) Sand Stake: R90 331 1690m

4:57 DM PLUMBING PACE (C-CLASS (MV)) Sand Stake: R90 331 1690m

5:57 RACE ON HALL 581; 7 J R Royalty; 9 J R Royalty

FORECAST BETTING: 9-4 ROYAL GLENFERRY, RACE ON HALL 1/3: C/G, 1-T, SCOBAMA; 12-1 AND UPWARDS OTHERS,

FREE TAB SHEET (B) - © PGE www.tabonline.co.za

TAB BETS for this meeting = ALL RACES: Comminged Win, Place, Exacta, Rolling Double (Races 1-2; 2-3 etc) AND Comminged Jackpot (RACES 5-8). All bets R1 unit, minimum bet R6 (minimum EACHWAY Bet = R6 Win, R6 Place = R12), Comminged Jackpot NO fractional betting, no tickets going forward/will pays, ROLLING DOUBLE amount bet must be multiple of R2 so bet R6, R12, R14 not R7 or R9. TABCORP Australia PLACE rules: Less than 5 carded no Place betting, 5-7 carded payouts FIRST, SECOND, 8 or more carded payouts FIRST, SECOND, THIRD. If more than 30 runners carded, TAB operates SA pools on race and TAB SA rules apply. In such races all runners numbered 30 and higher are bracketed as Number 30, which can only qualify once for dividend purposes. TELEVISION: Races 2-10 TT1 (in TABs/Tellytrack ch 249 DStv). Phumelela Tab betting form: mark 27 oval. Gold Circle: mark V01 oval.

PLEASE NOTE: TAB sheets for Australian race meetings are produced well in advance of racing commencing. Consequently, information in this TAB sheet is subject to change and users must check for any such changes before betting. TAB accepts no liability for losses suffered as a result of a release in this publication changing before the start of a race.

*** COMMINGLED JACKPOT! ***

Commingled Jackpot (Races 5-8) • MEGA pool • Your chance to win HUGE!

*** COMMINGLED JACKPOT! ***

Commingled Jackpot (Races 5-8) • MEGA pool • Your chance to win HUGE!

BET ANYWHERE, ANYTIME! Open a deposit account and bet online or by phone, www.tabonline.co.za or call 0861 444 822

TAB CORP AUSTRALIA LTD.
8 8:22 GARRARDS HORSE AND HOUND Pace (C-Class) (MV) Stake: R90 331 1609m


FORECAST BETTING: 5-5 LIKEMESETTOK; 5-1 ISLAND FIRE DANCE; 10-1 TITIAN RAIDER, CRACKABRIE; 10-1 TUPELO BEACH; 12-1 AND UPWARDS OTHERS.

TIPS: 5 LIKEMESETTOK; 5 ISLAND FIRE DANCE; 10 SOVET STUNNER; 3 MAJOR OAHMA

PREVIEW: 5 LIKEMESETTOK; 6 ISLAND FIRE DANCE; 10 SOVET STUNNER; 3 MAJOR OAHMA.

9 9:03 EVIKEARE ASSISTED LIVING Pace (C-Class) (MV) Stake: R90 331 1609m

1 TITAN RADER 13bc 5b H B Martin 1 G W Moshinney 1M16 2M16 3M16 2 CRACKABRIE (NZL) 15brf 8b S A Lippiat 2 D R Morris 3M16 1M16 5N16 3 PRESIDENTIALATTACK 8brf 8b J R Grimson 3 C M Hart 7W17 4L17 1T16 4 BITCOIN 8brf 8b N A McCurty 4 A M Hart 2M16 7B17 4M16 5 HELLOFACASS 8brf 8b D R Hancock 5 D R Hancock 7M16 3M16 3M16 6 SHANCON (NZL) 7brf 7brf D A Mc Dowell 2 M 6 L L Green 8G17 4N20 8N16 7 OUR MIGASTAR (NZL) 8brf 1brf J P McCurty 7 J P McCurty 0M16 5N20 4P17 8 TUPELO BEACH 8brf 8brf K J Pizuzz 8 J P Gallagher 1P21 2P17 4P21 9 FAIRY TINKABEL (NZL) 15brf 8bc B J McCurty 9 J A Callaghan 1M16 3M16 3W17 10 TSALADOUTACK 8brf 8bc S E Kelvy 10 W H Rees 4B22 7B22 5S17

FORECAST BETTING: 5-5 FAIRY TINKABEL; 6-5 PRESIDENTIALATTACK; 7-7 TITAN RADER, CRACKABRIE; 10-1 TITAN RADER, CRACKABRIE; 2-2 TITAN RADER; 1-1 AND UPWARDS OTHERS.

TIPS: 4 PRESIDENTIALATTACK; 9 FAIRY TINKABEL; 2 CRACKABRIE; 1 TITAN RADER

PREVIEW: 4 PRESIDENTIALATTACK; 9 FAIRY TINKABEL; 2 CRACKABRIE; 1 TITAN RADER.

10 9:37 ALLIED EXPRESS LOGISTICS Claiming Pace (C-Class) (MV) Stake: R90 331 1609m


FORECAST BETTING: 5-2 BETTOR VISION; 6-5 VINNY CHASE, UNDER WORKED; 9-2 DREAM TO SHARE, ELROY JETSON, 10-1 AND UPWARDS OTHERS.

TIPS: 9 BETTOR VISION; 5 VINNY CHASE 7 UNDER WORKED; 6 DREAM TO SHARE

PREVIEW: 9 BETTOR VISION; 5 VINNY CHASE; 7 UNDER WORKED; 6 DREAM TO SHARE.

HOW TO READ FIELDS: Runner info shown as follows: Number; Horse; Age; colour; sex; Career record: wins-places-runs; Trainer; Draw (position in starting gate); Jockey; Weight to be carried including rider and equipment; Last 3 runs with most recent on right. After horse name: -= Blinkers; |=Pacifiers; |=Pacifiers/Pacifiers; |=Cheek Pieces; |=Eye Shield; |=Visor; |=Hood; <= Ear Muffs; Before the jockey name: = apprentices, three runs are shown in order of finishing position; racecourse; distance; lengths beaten. Thus 3V12 (3.75) is third at Vaal over 1200m 3.75 lengths behind the winner. If underwalked 11T15 the race followed a rest of 60 days or more.

HOW TO READ FIELDS (Harness): Runner info, shown as follows: Number; Horse; Age; colour; sex; Career record: wins-places-runs; Trainer; Draw; Driver; Last 3 runs with most recent on right. Last three runs are shown in order of finishing position; racecourse; distance; lengths beaten.

DISCLAIMER: What reasonable precautions have been taken to ensure the accuracy and quality of the contents of this publication, neither Phumelela Gaming & Leisure Limited and any subsidiary or associated companies collectively referred to as the "Group", nor their agents warrant that this publication is error free. Neither do any of the parties accept liability for any damages, damages that may arise in the future or inconvenience that may arise as a result of the use of this publication or any reliance placed on the contents of this publication either directly, indirectly or otherwise. The Group and their agents reserve the right to subsequently correct and republish any inaccurate information previously published. The onus is on the customer to verify that the published information is the most updated and correct information. COPYRIGHT: Phumelela Gold Enterprises.